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ABSTRACT
Leveraging DNS for covert communications is appealing since most
networks allow DNS traffic, especially the ones directed toward
renowned DNS hosting services. Unfortunately, most DNS hosting
services overlook domain ownership verification, enabling miscre-
ants to host undelegated DNS records of a domain they do not
own. Consequently, miscreants can conduct covert communica-
tion through such undelegated records for whitelisted domains on
reputable hosting providers. In this paper, we shed light on the
emerging threat posed by undelegated records and demonstrate
their exploitation in the wild. To the best of our knowledge, this
security risk has not been studied before.

We conducted a comprehensive measurement to reveal the preva-
lence of the risk. In total, we observed 1,580,925 unique undelegated
records that are potentially abused. We further observed that a con-
siderable portion of these records are associated with malicious
behaviors. By utilizing threat intelligence and malicious traffic col-
lected by malware sandbox, we extracted malicious IP addresses
from 25.41% of these records, spanning 1,369 Tranco top 2K do-
mains and 248 DNS hosting providers, including Cloudflare and
Amazon. Furthermore, we discovered that the majority of the identi-
fied malicious activities are Trojan-related. Moreover, we conducted
case studies on two malware families (Dark.IOT and Specter) that
exploit undelegated records to obtain C2 servers, in addition to the
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masquerading SPF records to conceal SMTP-based covert commu-
nication. Also, we provided mitigation options for different entities.
As a result of our disclosure, several popular hosting providers have
taken action to address this issue.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Network security; • Networks →
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1 INTRODUCTION
The domain name system (DNS) is one of the most fundamental
infrastructures since numerous applications and security practices
rely on DNS [20, 32, 39, 42]. Hence, DNS traffic is allowed, even
on networks with stringent security requirements [15]. This fact
attracts attackers to maintain malicious DNS infrastructure for
covert communication.

Various studies have recently revealed techniques to maintain
malicious DNS infrastructure. Some attackers set up servers and
conceal malicious behaviors through DNS tunneling [34, 69]. How-
ever, the low reputation of these servers often exposes their activi-
ties. Alternatively, attackers can conduct domain shadowing [8, 47]
or exploit dangling records [4, 46] to take over legitimate domains.
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However, these methods are insufficient to target well-managed
domains.

Numerous mechanisms have also been developed to defend
against emerging DNS-based attacks. Blacklisting is a well-known
technique. However, it may inadvertently block legitimate ser-
vices since attackers can share the same infrastructure with benign
users [58, 61]. For accurate detection, reputation-based approaches,
which block notorious domains and servers, have become popu-
lar [6, 22]. Also, some mechanisms that examine DNS traffic on the
normal resolution, such as DNSSEC [31] and some advanced fire-
walls [14, 52], have been applied. Hence, adversaries have advanced
toward more stealthy techniques.

In this paper, we uncover an emerging threat model of covert
communication that abuses the reputations of both popular domains
and DNS hosting services. Unlike some existing attacks, this threat
model does not require establishing malicious servers or exploiting
vulnerabilities in the targeted domain. Instead, it abuses the func-
tionality of renowned DNS hosting providers. Specifically, DNS
hosting providers (e.g., Cloudflare [17]) assist customers in manag-
ing their DNS records by assigning them nameservers. Typically,
customers configure the assigned servers into the TLD zone to
delegate the resolution. However, unlike CDNs and website host-
ing/development services that adopt ownership verification (e.g., in
TXT records) commonly, DNS hosting providers tend not to verify
the ownership of a domain, allowing attackers to host a domain
with arbitrary DNS records on hosting services, even if they do not
own the domain. We refer to such records as Undelegated Record
(UR). Hence, attackers can perform covert communications through
records of an allowed domain provided by trusted nameservers.
Other malicious campaigns (e.g., connecting to C2 servers) can
be conducted using the information provided by URs. This attack
can bypass existing reputation-based security mechanisms, as it
exploits the reputation of both domains and providers. Furthermore,
the detection based on examining normal resolution fails to identify
the attack, as the malicious traffic associated with the attack does
not rely on the default resolution.

We conducted a large-scale measurement and confirmed the
URs are widely exploited in the wild. To this end, we designed a
framework to collect URs and identify their malicious behaviors.
Our measurement targeted 8,941 nameservers covering over 400
providers and tested whether they provided URs for the top 2K
Tranco sites. After excluding cases such as past delegations, we
discovered 1,580,925 unique URs that were potentially abused. By
utilizing threat intelligence and malicious traffic collected by mal-
ware sandbox, we observed that malicious IP addresses could be
found in 25.41% of the URs. Such malicious URs accounted for 1,369
out of the top 2K Tranco sites and were hosted on 5,048 nameservers
belonging to 248 providers, including popular ones such as Cloud-
flare and Amazon. We also found that the majority of the identified
malicious activities were related to Trojan, which accounted for
41.67% of the malicious traffic and 89.01% of the malicious IP ad-
dresses. As case studies, we provided analysis on the variants of two
malware families (Dark.IOT and Specter). Our analysis confirmed
that both malware families utilized URs on ClouDNS to conceal
their communications toward C2 servers. We also discovered mas-
querading SPF records that hid SMTP-based covert communication
using Namecheap’s nameservers. Our investigation revealed several

renowned providers had adopted lenient hosting policies that even
allow hosting domain suffixes belonging to government entities
such as gov.cn.

Finally, we provided recommendations for network operators
and hosting providers to mitigate the revealed threat. After our
disclosure, Cloudflare, Tencent Cloud, and Alibaba Cloud have
taken action to resolve this issue.We alsomake our artifacts publicly
available 1.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
DNS namespace and delegation. DNS namespace is a tree struc-
ture with hierarchical delegation. Specifically, DNS root is at the
top of the hierarchy and is partitioned into a series of Top-Level Do-
mains (TLDs), such as .com. The next level is Second-Level Domains
(SLDs), e.g., example.com. This domain is delegated to its authori-
tative servers by .com. Following the delegation, the authoritative
server can respond with DNS records for the delegated domain.
DNS hosting service. DNS hosting is a third-party service that
provides infrastructure for users to manage their domains. Two
types of services are emerging. The first type only provides author-
itative DNS servers to assist customers in managing DNS records
(e.g., Godaddy [25]). The second type (e.g., Cloudflare [17] or Word-
Press [71]) provides both DNS servers and the infrastructure of
upper applications, such as Web service hosting and Content De-
livery Networks (CDN). These providers offer a comprehensive
solution that helps customers simplify the maintenance of their
domain services. DNS hosting services are becoming increasingly
popular. Recent studies have shown that 89% of the top 100K web-
sites utilize them [37, 50].

In a typical DNS hosting process, the service provider assigns
some nameservers when a user requests to host a domain. Then,
users set the assigned nameservers at the parent zone to enable
a delegation. As a result, users can conveniently manage their do-
mains’ DNS records provided by the assigned nameservers through
a user portal. The vendors that provide both DNS and upper ap-
plications infrastructures can even help users operate the upper
application server directly without configuring DNS records.
Undelegated record (UR). Due to the hierarchical delegation
of DNS, many DNS hosting providers have a relaxed policy when
verifying the ownership of a hosted domain. Consequently, an
adversary can host DNS records on a hosting service for any domain
without owning the domain, including even some popular domains.
We refer to such records as undelegated records (URs), which can
support various malicious activities. Note that the vendors offering
both DNS and upper-layer infrastructure also provide URs since
attackers can directly control upper-layer applications for malicious
behaviors. In Section 5, we demonstrate the widespread abuse of
URs and present evidence of related malware.
Related work. Extensive research has studied the related method-
ologies to maintain DNS infrastructure for malicious activities, in-
cluding establishing servers, domain takeover, and CDN exploitation.
A straightforward method for attackers is establishing their mali-
cious servers. To avoid detection, attackers can also perform DNS
tunneling by encoding their attack payload into domains [34] or

1https://github.com/zhangshanfen9/imc-ur
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Figure 1: Threat model of URs.
DNS records [69]. Another method is dedicated to taking over exist-
ing domains. Some attackers perform domain shadowing to compro-
mise legitimate domains and spawn subdomains under them [8, 47].
By exploiting dangling records (stale records), attackers can also
take control of benign domains [4, 46], abuse email services [28],
and even obtain SSL certificates [10]. The exploitation of CDN, such
as domain fronting [23], hiding [12], and borrowing [67], is also an
option to hide attackers’ infrastructure. Such technologies leverage
the characteristics of CDNs while forwarding HTTPS requests and
further hide malicious communication behind benign traffic.

In this paper, we revealed an exploitation technique that can
leveragewell-known service providers and reputable domain names.
The distinction between the uncovered attack and previous ones is
outlined in Section 3.

3 THREAT MODEL
Covert communication plays a crucial role in criminal campaigns.
This paper exposes an emerging method for covert communications
by abusing renowned DNS hosting services.
Attack overview. The attack aims to achieve covert communica-
tion. Figure 1 illustrates the threat model. The victims are infected
hosts that require further instructions from the attacker but are
protected by a defense mechanism (e.g., IDS). To this end, the at-
tacker first configures URs for a trusted domain (e.g., trusted.com) at
a nameserver (e.g., ns.hosting.com) that belongs to a reputable host-
ing provider (①). The URs can provide information that the attacker
expects the victim to receive (e.g., an A record with an IP address
of a C2 server, or a TXT record with an encrypted command). Then,
the attacker delivers the malware to the victim (②). According to
the pre-issued instructions, the malware requests the resolution
of the reputable domain from the provider’s nameservers, which
return the URs (③). Since both the abused domain and nameserver
are reputable, the connection for URs can evade the protection (④).
Utilizing the information in URs, the victim can further perform
other malicious activities, such as connecting to C2 servers (⑤).
Assumptions. Attackers need two conditions to exploit URs: (1)
The hosting provider does not verify the ownership of hosted domains.
Through a large-scale measurement (Section 5) and a case study
(Appendix C), we found that even leading providers (e.g., Cloud-
flare and Amazon) allow URs. (2) Defense mechanisms do not block
the DNS traffic from victims to the hosting provider. Blocking such
DNS traffic may inadvertently disrupt legitimate activities. This
is because the traffic related to URs is hard to differentiate from
benign DNS traffic, such as the traffic generated from configur-
ing custom DNS resolvers (e.g., Google Public DNS [27]). Also,
blocking such traffic toward hosting providers may cause outages
since hosting services contribute to the centralization of internet
traffic [29, 37, 50].

Advantages. The attack using URs offers several advantages over
some existing attacks. Specifically, abusing URs does not require
attackers to establish any infrastructure (e.g., domains or servers).
Unlike taking over domains, exploiting URs does not require com-
promising the targeted domain (domain shadowing [8, 47]) or abus-
ing dangling records [4, 46], making it a more feasible option even
for well-managed domains.

The uncovered attack can also bypass several types of existing
defense mechanisms. In particular, several defense mechanisms
have been developed to filter out abnormal DNS traffic associated
with notorious domains and directed toward malicious servers.
Some solutions use reputation-based approaches (e.g., [6, 22]), while
others rely on the characteristics of benign domain and nameserver
(e.g., [9, 13, 41]) Unfortunately, URs capitalizing on the reputation of
popular domains and service providers can bypass such protections.
Another type of defense mechanism (e.g., DNSSEC [31] and some
advanced firewall [14, 52]) focuses on examining the DNS traffic
following the normal resolution. However, these mechanisms fail
to detect the threat of URs since the traffic associated with URs
does not rely on the default resolver.

4 METHODOLOGY
This section details our automated framework, named URHunter,
to measure URs and related malicious campaigns.

Measuring malicious URs is not straightforward and requires
addressing two challenges: ① Determining potentially abused URs.
To this end, several cases should be removed. For example, miscon-
figured nameservers may provide URs through recursive resolu-
tion [57]. A past delegation can also result in URs remaining on
providers no longer utilized. Besides, a hosting service may provide
protective records (e.g., to a website with warning information) for
undelegated domains. Therefore, URHunter should exclude cases
not resulting from abuse. ② Collecting and identifying malicious
URs. As a type of covert communication, the exact deployment
and usage of URs remain unknown, and the metric of malicious
URs should be carefully designed. To address the challenges, we
designed URHunter with three components, which are described
as follows.

4.1 Response collection
This component collects responses to obtain URs for further anal-
ysis (Challenge ②). In our measurement, we targeted the top do-
mains and nameservers since attacks of UR abuse the reputation of
popular domains and hosting providers. To this end, we selected
nameservers that host more than 50 domains in the top 1M Tranco
sites. Such nameservers often belong to renowned hosting providers
and are preferred targets for attackers. Also, we selected the top
2K Tranco sites as our target domains. For efficient measurement,
both ZDNS [35] and XMAP [44] satisfied our requirements, and
URHunter collects the following responses with the support of
ZDNS.
(1) Undelegated record. To collect URs, URHunter queries every
selected nameserver for each targeted domain but excludes the do-
mains exactly delegated to the nameserver. URHunter extracts URs
from the NOERROR responses. Then, it collects additional information
on each undelegated A record and stores it in a database for further
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analysis: For each IP address in undelegated A records, URHunter
obtains its autonomous system (AS) and geographic location by
referring to the IP information database [49]. It also collects the
HTTP responses and TLS certificate of each IP address.
(2) Correct record. We define the URs caused by recursive reso-
lution and past delegation as correct records. Such records may be
geo-distributed due to load balancing techniques (e.g., CDN). Also,
the records of past delegations could differ from existing delegated
records (e.g., switching service providers).

URHunter collects the correct records of each targeted domain
for further analysis. Specifically, it collects geo-distributed correct
records by leveraging open resolvers. Previous studies [53, 57, 64]
utilized worldwide vantage points and observed that most of them
did not return manipulated results. Inspired by this, URHunter
selects 3K open resolvers worldwide and requests the A and TXT
records of targeted domains2. Then, URHunter collects the addi-
tional information for every correct A record. It also utilizes his-
torical DNS resolution to collect the correct records due to past
delegations. We collaborated with one of the largest DNS providers
in the world and collected all historical delegated records in the
last six years from passive DNS data.
(3) Protective record. URHunter collects the URs that providers
use as a protective measure (e.g., point to a website with alerting
message). To this end, URHunter sends queries for our domain not
hosted on any targeted nameservers and extracts the protective
records in the response.

4.2 Determining suspicious record
In this stage, URHunter determines potentially abused URs, which
can be mixed with cases that should be excluded (Challenge ①). To
this end, URHunter excludes correct and protective records from
previous measurement results. The protective records, which have
been collected by URHunter, can be directly matched and excluded;
however, no existing metric is designed to identify correct records.

We utilized the concept of uniformity to identify correct records.
Studies that detected DNS hijacking have shown that the IP address
information (e.g., AS, location, and TLS certificate) for a specific
domain tends to be uniform, as it is typically managed by the
same organizations [2, 57, 64, 68]. Also, different parts of HTTP
responses can expose the purpose of a site [54, 72] and helps in
excluding the URs pointing to parked or redirection pages. As
a result, URHunter can label an undelegated A record as correct
when it matches the conditions detailed in Appendix B. In addition,
URHunter excludes correct TXT records that exactly match the
correct records in the database. By matching regular expression,
URHunter further classifies the undelegated TXT records according
to the known categories [69].

We evaluated whether URHunter generated false-negative re-
sults. The evaluation follows the same steps of excluding correct
and protective records but takes the delegated records of the top
2K Tranco sites as input instead of URs. The result showed that
no input is labeled as a suspicious UR, indicating that URHunter
achieved a zero false-negative rate.

2We believe this design is sufficient because even though ECS is enabled on most top
domains, only a few of them return diverse IP addresses [40].

4.3 Malicious behavior analysis
The last component identifies the malicious URs and associated ma-
licious behaviors. To ensure accuracy, we utilized off-the-shelf tools
that have been widely used instead of developing our method. So,
we utilized the threat intelligence from VirusTotal [70], QAX [59],
and 360 Security [62], in which all maintain real-time updates on
the IP address blacklists. Also, VirusTotal and QAX provide sand-
box evaluation reports for millions of malware. All network traffic
generated by each malware was collected and analyzed.

To reveal the exact usages of URs that have not been studied
before (Challenge ②), we extracted the corresponding IP address
of a UR and marked a UR as malicious for two reasons: (1) Threat
intelligence explicitly labels an IP address as malicious. (2) IDS
(Snort [16] or Suricata [55]) detects malicious traffic toward the
IP address in a malware sandbox evaluation. Note that we only
consider malicious traffic with a severity level of at least medium,
excluding cases where malware only checks network connectivity.
According to the two reasons, A records were classified based on
their IP address. On the other hand, TXT records were labeled based
on the IP addresses embedded in the resource data. We also checked
whether an A and a TXT record are hosted on the same nameserver
and serve the same domain. If satisfied, the IP address of the A
record will be included as a corresponding IP address of the TXT
record. We excluded the TXT records without corresponding IP
addresses. Then, we labeled a UR malicious when its corresponding
IP address was malicious. As a result, URHunter classifies URs into
four categories: malicious, correct, protective, and unknown, with
the latter representing the remaining records.

5 RESULT ANALYSIS
In this section, we first present an overview of URs from our mea-
surement results. Then, we perform an in-depth analysis of the
malicious activity on URs. Finally, we provide case studies to reveal
their exploitation in the wild.

5.1 Overview of undelegated records
In Apr and Dec 2022, we conducted two large-scale measurements
of undelegated A and TXT records, respectively. From Tranco Top 1M
sites, URHunter obtained 8,941 IP addresses of nameservers hosting
over 50 domains. More than 400 providers operated these servers.
Then, URHunter collected URs for the top 2K Tranco domains from
the 8,941 nameservers. We define a unique UR as a DNS record
provided by a nameserver (IP address) for an undelegated domain
since it gives a unique option for attackers to retrieve information.
For example, even the same UR hosted in two nameservers provides
two options for attackers since blocking one server is not enough
to stop resolving the UR. After analyzing 23 million DNS responses,
URHunter classified 5,011,483 unique URs. Figure 2 shows the cate-
gories and distribution of URs among the vendors with the most
URs. While correct and protective records make up a significant
portion, the presence of malicious and unknown URs should not
be ignored, as they indicate potential exploitation. We categorized
these records as suspicious and identified 1,580,925 suspicious URs.

Upon closer inspection of the suspicious records, we observed
a significant portion of them labeled as malicious (Table 1). We
confirmed that 401,718 (25.41%) of the suspicious records are indeed
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Figure 2: Categories and proportions of URs among the top
five vendors with the most URs.

malicious. These malicious records were found across 1,369 (68.48%),
5,048 (79.48%), and 248 (71.47%) of the top 2K sites, nameservers,
and providers, respectively. The affected nameservers even belong
to renowned hosting providers like Cloudflare [17], Amazon (Route
53 [5]), Akamai [1], and ClouDNS [18].

5.2 Analysis of malicious activities
We first extracted IP addresses from URs and marked IP addresses
as malicious based on threat intelligence and IDS (Section 4.3).
Among all malicious URs, 63.38% (34.20 + 29.18) of them were
labeled since they involved malicious IP addresses that had been
identified by security vendors directly. 65.80% (36.62 + 29.18) of
them were marked since IDSes detected malicious traffic toward
the UR-involved IP addresses. Besides, it’s worth noting that 29.18%
of the identified IP addresses met both conditions (Figure 3(a)).
Zooming into themalicious IP addresses flagged by security vendors
directly, we found some IP addresses are flagged bymultiple security
vendors, with instances flagged by up to 11 vendors (Figure 3(b)).

We then analyzed the malicious IP addresses extracted from URs
to reveal the exact use of URs. When IDSes detect malicious traffic
toward IP addresses in URs, they report various malicious activities,
such as Trojan activity, that match predefined rules (Figure 3(c)).
Additionally, security vendors provide supplementary information
(tags), such as involving Botnet, while marking a malicious IP ad-
dress (Figure 3(d)). This allowed us to identify the malicious activi-
ties related to URs. Notably, the most prevalent malicious activities
(41.67% of alerts and 89.01% of tags) were associated with Trojans,
which disguised themselves as legitimate software to compromise
the victim’s machines [65]. A significant number of IP addresses
involved in scanning activities (41.01%) were also observed. Such
a result is not surprising, given that reconnaissance is typically
the initial stage of an attack. A malicious server could serve multi-
ple functions such as scanning for vulnerabilities and conducting
Trojan-related activities. In addition, we also found a notable pro-
portion of IP addresses being used for C2 activities (10.82% of alerts
and 16.25% of tags).

We also observed the utilization of malicious TXT records for
covert communication. Remarkably, 90.95% of these records were
acting as email-related DNS records (SPF and DMARC). Such a statis-
tical result echoes our findings in a case study on a masquerading
SPF record (Section 5.3).

5.3 Case Study
We provide case studies of several malicious behaviors, includ-
ing malware families exploiting ClouDNS and masquerading SPF
records. We also investigate the hosting strategy of several popular

providers to reveal the variety of attacking options (e.g., allowed
types of hosted domains).
Two malware families that exploit ClouDNS to obtain C2
servers. Due to inspecting sandbox traffic does not disturb any
real-world servers, we included all FQDNs of the top Tranco 2K
sites as tested domains to find the malware families that comprehen-
sively exploit URs. Based on reports of our sandboxes, we manually
analyzed two malware families (Dark.IoT and Specter) that carry
covert communications for C2 servers through ClouDNS, which is a
renowned vendor providing numerous protective records (Figure 1).

Dark.IoT [60], a malware family exploiting IoT devices, abuses
URs on ClouDNS over a long period.We found two variants released
on Dec 12, 2021, which query ClouDNS to resolve api.gitlab.com
(whose SLD rank is 527 in Tranco). This UR pointed to their C2
server. The attackers also relied on EmerDNS[21] to host their Open-
NIC domains. Interestingly, we observed a shift in their technique in
the latest variant released on Mar 4, 2023, as they now rely on URs
and have recently abandoned the use of EmerDNS. The attacker
hosted their OpenNIC domains on ClouDNS and abused URs in-
stead of utilizing EmerDNS resolution. Also, the malware switched
to another popular domain (raw.pastebin.com, whose SLD rank is
2033 in Tranco). This behavior indicates that attackers perceive the
reliability of URs.

We also found three variants of Specter [63], a type of Remote
Access Trojan (RAT), exploited ClouDNS to maintain the connec-
tion with C2 servers. The malware leveraged URs for two popular
domains (ibm.com and api.github.com, whose SLD ranks are 125
and 30 in Tranco, respectively). They have not been flagged yet
as malicious by 74 mainstream security vendors (aggregated by
VirusTotal).
Masquerading SPF records hiding SMTP-based covert com-
munication. We observed that masquerading SPF records for
speedtest.net (rank 415 in Tranco) provided IP addresses of mali-
cious servers, andmalware further connects to themalicious servers
through SMTP-based convert communication. The records were
deployed on 11 nameservers belonging to two hosting providers
(Namecheap [51] and CSC [19]). They contained three IP addresses
in the same /24. All of the IP addresses are labeled as malicious by
threat intelligence.

By inspecting sandbox traffic, we identified the malicious behav-
iors associated with the UR. We discovered six malware samples
that triggered 16 alerts in the IDS. Five malware are labeled as Tro-
jan by threat intelligence while the remaining one is classified as
harmless by all 74 security vendors. Moreover, IDS flagged four of
the related traffic as high-risk traffic. Micropsia Trojans generated
two C2-related traffic, while Tesla Trojans generated others for
SMTP-based covert communication. Such SMTP-based covert com-
munication can be highly concealedwith the abuse ofmasquerading
SPF URs. Although not all of the URs related to the analyzed mal-
ware families can be resolved, the masquerading records can still
be resolved at the time of writing this paper.
Various attacking options granted by the hosting strategy of
providers. To determine the attacking options of UR (e.g., allowed
domains), we investigated several renowned providers (detailed
in Appendix C). Unfortunately, the leading hosting providers, in-
cluding Cloudflare and Amazon, allow URs. Even worse, attackers
can host some public domain suffixes for government entities and
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Table 1: Overview of suspicious undelegated records (excluding correct and protective records).

Category # Domain # Nameserver # Provider # Undelegated record # IP address

Total Malicious Total Malicious Total Malicious Total Malicious Total Malicious

A 1,999 1,353 (67.68%) 6,262 4,981 (79.54%) 347 241 (69.45%) 1,366,164 395,095 (28.92%) 5,477 1,329 (24.27%)
TXT 448 221 (49.33%) 3,664 3,234 (88.26%) 102 67 (65.69%) 214,761 6,623 (3.08%) 1,147 273 (23.80%)
Total 1,999 1,369 (68.48%) 6,351 5,048 (79.48%) 347 248 (71.47%) 1,580,925 401,718 (25.41%) 6,346 1,494 (23.54%)
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Figure 3: Analysis of malicious IP addresses corresponding to URs

educational institutions (e.g., gov.cn and edu.cn), which provides
valuable options for their malicious activities.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Mitigation. We provided mitigation suggestions for different enti-
ties and responsibly disclosed the issues to most hosting providers
mentioned in this paper.

We believe network operators should take responsibility for mit-
igating the risk since one of the root causes is the lack of reviewing
DNS traffic from clients to other DNS servers. To mitigate the risks,
operators should give extra consideration to the DNS traffic that
does not follow the recursive process and avoid overreliance on
reputation-based detection.

We also recommend that hosting providers take steps to verify
the ownership of hosted domains through the following options:
(1) Verifying whether the NS records from TLD are pointing to
the assigned nameservers. (2) Verifying the control of the hosted
domain’s zone (e.g., requiring configuring a randomly generated
TXT record).

We have responsibly disclosed our findings to most of the men-
tioned providers in this paper. Accordingly, Tencent Cloud (DNS-
Pod) fully adopted option (1). Cloudflare also expanded the blacklist
of hosted popular domains. Alibaba has partially adopted option
(2) and verified the control of the subdomain zone. However, by
examining possible abuse options described in Appendix C, we
found that Cloudflare and Alibaba are still exploitable, but available
renowned domains become fewer. ClouDNS replied that they would
make sure to take appropriate actions.
Limitations and future work. (1) Our study may miss some
exploited URs since we only selected limited top SLDs and vendors.
However, the selected targets are more valuable to be abused due to
their popularity. We will measure more domains and nameservers
in our further research. Specifically, we can recover legitimate sub-
domains from PDNS data and measure whether they appear in

URs. Our methodology is also adaptive for measuring more name-
servers and other types of records (e.g., MX records). (2) There may
be under-reporting in our analysis since malicious exploitation of
URs has not received widespread attention, resulting in the lack of
information from security vendors. We also excluded the TXT URs
lacking IP addresses since we cannot identify whether they were
malicious (e.g., encrypted TXT URs) through existing data. However,
as the first study for URs, we have identified 401,718 malicious
records covering 1,369 top sites and 248 providers. We believe that
matching the TXT URs without IP addresses with existing malware
payloads is a valuable direction for future work.
Conclusion. This paper conducts the first large-scale measure-
ment of URs and exposes the exploitations in the wild. Using
URHunter, we discovered numerous URs and related malicious
behaviors across renowned domains and DNS hosting services. Af-
ter disclosure, several vendors have taken action to fix the security
issue. We believe this work provides in-depth insights into the
threat of URs and helps different entities defend against the attack.
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A ETHICS.
The major ethical concern is to avoid disturbing real-world DNS
servers during the measurement. To this end, we addressed each
ethical aspect carefully with the guide of ethical principles [38, 56].

In the automated measurement stated in Section 4.1, we strictly
limited our query rate and adopted a random order of queries to

avoid burdening any DNS server. In particular, on average, we
only queried a server once every 130 seconds while collecting re-
sponses from different DNS servers (authoritative servers and open
resolvers). While collecting correct records, we only included sta-
ble open resolvers. A series of studies [43, 57] have shown that
unstable DNS resolvers tend to be end-user devices with limited
hardware capacities (e.g., home routers). Such devices are exposed
to the Internet unintentionally due to misconfiguration, and we
should not include them in our large-scale measurement. To obtain
stable open resolvers for measurement, we selected the resolvers
that were stably operating for two years. This can be archived by
comparing the existing open resolver lists (i.e., find the open re-
solvers appearing in both the latest list and the list collected two
years ago) rather than conducting multiple dedicated scans across
the entire Internet space.

We also confirm that our measurement targeting top sites (e.g.,
Tranco sites) does not raise ethical concerns, despite the possi-
bility that the list may include censored or illegal domains. First,
previous studies have discussed the ethical considerations of DNS
measurements involving top sites. For instance, Pearce et al. [57]
utilized open resolvers to measure Tranco sites and demonstrated
that their research adhered to ethical principles, which included
respect for persons, beneficence, justice, respect for the law, and
public interest. Another study [53], which provided the option to
opt out of its DNS measurements for censored domains, found no
complaints regarding legal concerns. Also, at least 494 studies (e.g.,
[11, 30, 36, 48, 53]) have involved the Tranco list in their exper-
iments [26], indicating the widespread utilization of top sites in
research studies. Second, a censorship system may block queries
for censored or illegal domains directly. However, we believe such
mechanisms avoid punishing the open resolver, as numerous inno-
cent users may share the same open resolver. Third, we selected
stable open resolvers as our targets to mitigate negative impacts.
Resolving censored or illegal domains fall within the business scope
of a stable open resolver, as normal internet users may attempt to
visit such domains.

In the manual investigation described in Appenix C, we first
hosted our domains to ensure that the remaining tests did not
affect the normal resolution process before our testing. To avoid
additional load on a targeted provider, we strictly limited the domain
lists (30 domains) we attempted to host on a provider. We also
ensured the URs we configured were harmless (A records pointed
to 127.0.0.1, and TXT records were with our intention and contact).
After investigation, we removed all URs that we set.

Also, we have responsibly disclosed our findings and recommen-
dations to most of the affected DNS hosting services mentioned in
this paper. Several renowned providers have taken action to fix the
security issue of UR.

B CONDITIONS OF EXCLUDING CORRECT
RECORDS

URHunter labels 𝑟𝑖 as a correct record if it meets any of the five
conditions below.
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𝐼𝑃 (𝑟𝑖 ) ⊆ 𝐼𝑃 (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑑 (𝑟𝑖 )))
𝐴𝑆 (𝑟𝑖 ) ⊆ 𝐴𝑆 (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑑 (𝑟𝑖 )))
𝐺𝑒𝑜 (𝑟𝑖 ) ⊆ 𝐺𝑒𝑜 (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑑 (𝑟𝑖 )))
𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡 (𝑟𝑖 ) ⊆ 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡 (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑑 (𝑟𝑖 )))
𝑟𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝐷𝑁𝑆 (𝑑 (𝑟𝑖 ))

(conditions)

where 𝐼𝑃 (𝑟𝑖 ) returns the IP addresses for record 𝑟𝑖 ,𝐴𝑆 (𝑟𝑖 ) returns
the AS information for the IP addresses in the record 𝑟𝑖 , 𝐺𝑒𝑜 (𝑟𝑖 )
returns the geographic location for the IP addresses in the record
𝑟𝑖 , 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡 (𝑟𝑖 ) returns the HTTPS certificates for the IP addresses
in the record 𝑟𝑖 , 𝑑 (𝑟𝑖 ) returns the domain name in the record 𝑟𝑖 ,
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛) returns the corresponding record for the domain
from the database, and 𝑃𝐷𝑁𝑆 (𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛) returns all historical DNS
records for the domain in the past six years.

URHunter also utilizes the HTTP responses collected for URs
to exclude false-positive results. In particular, URHunter extracts
keywords from the HTTP response (e.g., “parking”, “parked”, and
“redirecting”). Then, URHunter performs a statistic analysis for
these keywords to determine the actual use of the site and excludes
the URs pointing to parked pages or redirection pages.

C HOSTING STRATEGY OF SERVICE
PROVIDERS

We aim to investigate the option (e.g., available nameservers and
domains) for attackers to exploit URs. To this end, we analyzed a
set of renowned DNS hosting providers according to different as-
pects of test conditions. We selected the popular hosting providers
that enjoy a high market share and have been widely studied in
previous studies [4, 33, 45], but excluded the ones that we cannot
apply for a free testing account. Finally, seven mainstream host-
ing providers were chosen in this study, including Cloudflare [17],
Amazon (AWS Route 53, not GovCloud) [5], Godaddy [25], Ten-
cent Cloud (DNSPod) [66], Alibaba Cloud [3], Baidu Cloud [7], and
ClouDNS [18].

We investigated the hosting strategies that affect the attack of
URs and proposed four test conditions, as detailed below: (1) Do-
main ownership verification. Once domain ownership is required
to verify, attackers cannot set up URs. (2) Nameserver allocation
policy. Following allocation policy, a hosting service provides a
client with several nameservers to host a domain. For example, a
service provider may assign random nameservers selected from
a nameserver pool. An attacker can also abuse such nameservers.
(3) Supported domain. The supported domains for hosting limit the
choices of an attacker performing covert communication. To evalu-
ate the threat from attackers, we checked whether various types of
domains were supported, including unregistered domains, subdo-
mains, second-level domains (SLDs), and effective TLDs (eTLDs) [47].
The eTLD represents the TLD operated by registries and includes
public suffixes [24] such as gov.cn. (4) Duplicate hosted domain.
Some providers allow hosting multiple zones for the same domain.
As a result, attackers can set up URs for a domain, even while the
domain owner is utilizing the same hosting provider.

Then, we introduce the test process for each aspect. First, we
signed up using two separate accounts at each provider and ex-
amined each aspect mentioned above. Then, we checked if the

providers set policies preventing attackers from claiming some
types of domains. To verify this, we selected five domains from the
top 100 Tranco sites, 20 eTLDs, and five unregistered domains to
run our experiments. Moreover, we attempted to claim the domains
and configured an A record pointing to the localhost and a TXT
record indicating our identity, intentions, and contact information.
We removed the URs immediately following the conclusion of the
test.

The hosting strategies of popular DNS hosting service providers
are summarized in Table 2. We discuss each aspect in detail.
Domain ownership verification. We observed that none of the
selected vendors provided verification of domain ownership, and
all of them allowed URs. Interestingly, Cloudflare, Tencent, Alibaba,
and Baidu designed verification and notification that reminds cus-
tomers to finish domain delegation. However, even if a user fails
to verify the domain ownership, the nameservers assigned to the
domain will still handle DNS requests for the hosted domain, which
facilitates URs.
Nameserver allocation policy. In total, we found three types
of allocation policies among the selected vendors. Some service
providers (e.g., Godaddy and Alibaba) assigned global-fixed name-
servers (i.e., all users shared the same nameservers). Except for
nameservers (i.e., ns[1-2].alidns.com) that Alibaba assigned to all
users, we found that the other nameservers belonging to Alibaba
can also serve the hosted domain, despite no announcement to
users (e.g., dns[1-32].hichina.com). For each hosted domain, Ama-
zon assigned four random nameservers selected from a pool with
2,006 nameservers.

Cloudflare and Tencent assigned account-fixed nameservers. Typ-
ically, they assigned a different set of nameservers for each account,
but the same nameservers when a user hosts multiple domains.
While multiple users try hosting the same domain, the nameserver
allocation policy can be more complex. Using Cloudflare as an ex-
ample, it ensured the assigned nameservers to the same domain
were different across multiple users, and it allocated a new set of
nameservers if necessary. Paid users (or attackers) can even sync
their URs to all of Cloudflare’s nameservers.
Supported domain. We confirmed that various types of domains
were supported for hosting URs. All tested providers supported
hosting SLD and eTLDs with reserved lists, which limited host-
ing of extremely popular domains (e.g., google.com). However, we
found that attackers can still utilize numerous renowned domains,
even owned by government entities and educational institutions.
For example, Godaddy allowed google-analytics.com, windowsup-
date.com, gov.kp, and edu.kp, while ClouDNS supported github.com,
google.de, and even gov.cn. Both gov.gd and edu.fm were allowed by
Amazon and Alibaba, while Cloudflare supported info.na and cci.fr.
Some providers, including Godaddy and Cloudflare (requiring an
extra payment), supported hosting subdomains of SLDs. In addi-
tion, Amazon and ClouDNS even supported unregistered domains,
indicating liberal hosting policies for attackers.
Duplicate hosted domain. We observed that Cloudflare, Amazon,
and Tencent Cloud allowedmultiple users to host duplicate domains.
Amazon even allowed a single user to create multiple zones for
the same domain name. Consequently, while elaborating URs for
a popular domain, an attacker can even share the same hosting
provider with the domain owner.
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Table 2: Hosting strategy for common DNS hosting service providers.

Provider NS allocation
policy

Hosting without
Verification

Supported domain Duplicate hosted domain

Unregistered Subdomain SLD∗ eTLD∗ [47] Single user Cross user No retrieval

Alibaba Cloud global-fixed ✔ ✘ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘

Amazon random ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Baidu Cloud global-fixed ✔ ✘ ✘ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘

CloudDNS global-fixed ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✔

Cloudflare account-fixed ✔ ✘ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✘

Godaddy global-fixed ✔ ✘ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✔

Tencent Cloud account-fixed ✔ ✘ ✘ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✘

∗ : Some domain names that we tested were prohibited from hosting.

A security issue of the vendors who prohibited duplicate hosted
domains was also confirmed. Specifically, legitimate domain own-
ers will fail to host their domains on a provider if an attacker hosts
in advance. Through investigation, we found Tencent and Alibaba
developed domain retrieval mechanisms, which allowed disabling
the attacker’s hosting by finishing ownership verification. However,
Godaddy and ClouDNS did not support domain retrieval and were
sensitive to this attack. Also found that Amazon was exploitable.
Even though Amazon supported duplicate hosted domains across
users, it prohibited creating new zones for a domain when its name-
servers were exhausted. Through experiments, we found an attacker

can achieve this by repeatedly hosting the same domain through
API.
Summary. We found all of the selected reputable hosting providers
allowed hosting without verification and facilitated URs. Most of
them supported hosting well-known SLDs and eTLDs, which pro-
vided numerous choices for attackers to perform covert communi-
cation. Worse, some of them supported duplicate hosted domains
across different users and allowed an attacker to share the infras-
tructure with the domain owner while setting up URs.
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